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WE ASKED RESPONDENTS ABOUT 
HOW FREQUENTLY THEY USE AI TOOLS 
IN THE SALES PROCESS 

RARELY
27%

OCCASIONALLY
26%

NEVER
27%

FREQUENTLY
15%

DAILY
5%

SALES

THEN WE ASKED ABOUT THE IMPACT OF 
AI TOOLS ON IMPROVING SALES 
PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY. 

WE BROKE RESPONDENTS INTO TWO GROUPS:

Those who have seen significant or 
transformative impact from using AI 
to improve sales performance

Those who have seen no to 
moderate impact from using 
AI to improve sales performance

26% 74%

Those reporting the greatest impact are 
more likely to use AI tools daily or frequently—and focus on what it takes to see an impact.

54%Transformative/Significant Impact

No/Slight/Moderate Impact 18%

Chatbots
(e.g., ChatGPT, Bard, Bing)  

Email automation
and personalization

58%

RESPONDENTS REPORTING TRANSFORMATIVE/SIGNIFICANT 
IMPACT FROM THE USE OF AI TOOLS ARE SIGNIFICANTLY 
MORE LIKELY TO USE:

AI-driven content
recommendations

38%75%

HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE YOUR/YOUR SALES TEAM’S 
USE OF AI IN THE SALES PROCESS?

Let’s look at 10 ways those who see the most impact use AI to 
drive results across the sales cycle and example chatbot prompts 
to help you start seeing those same benefits.

CREATE PERSONALIZED 
OUTREACH 77%

(After initial research) Using the above 
industry insights, company info, and 
pain points, provide information I can 
use to personalize my outreach and 
request a demo with the buyer.

EXAMPLE PROMPT

of those who see the 
most impact from AI 
use it to create 
personalized outreach. 

8

7
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3 CREATE FOLLOW-UP 
EMAILS FROM SALES CALLS 

Write a follow-up email after an initial phone 

call with a <title>, who is a potential customer 

in the <industry> industry, interested in 

<your solution>. Keep message to less than 

200 words and include bullet points.

73%

of those who see the most 
impact from AI use it to tailor 
custom value propositions.

76%

of those who see the most impact 
from AI use it to create follow-up 
emails from sales calls.

EXAMPLE PROMPT

4 RESPOND 
TO OBJECTIONS  

of those who see the most 
impact from AI use it to 
respond to objections.

5
CREATE UP-SELL OR
CROSS-SELL EMAILS 
TO CUSTOMERS 

71%

EXAMPLE PROMPT

of those who see the most 
impact from AI use it to 
create up-sell or cross-sell 
emails to customers.

6 ANALYZE 
COMPETITORS  

EXAMPLE PROMPT

CRAFT 
SOLUTIONS

EXAMPLE PROMPT

70%
of those who see the 
most impact from AI 
use it to craft solutions.

BUILD TARGET 
LISTS 

69%
of those who see the 
most impact from AI use 
it to build target lists.

EXAMPLE PROMPT

71%

of those who see the most 
impact from AI use it to 
conduct needs discovery.

64%

CONDUCT 
NEEDS DISCOVERY  9

EXAMPLE PROMPT

(After initial research) Update our value 
proposition, which is <insert>, and align 
it to the buyer’s pain points above.

EXAMPLE PROMPT

EXAMPLE PROMPT

What objections might a <title> in <industry> industry 
have to meeting with me about <your solution>?

of those who see the most 
impact from AI use it to 
analyze competitors.

70%

Tell me about <competitor 
name> and their 3 main lines 
of business. What messaging 
do they use to sell these?

10
RESEARCH PROSPECTS, 
ACCOUNTS, 
INDUSTRIES, ETC.

of those who see the most impact 
from AI use it to research.

Provide a review of recent trends in the 
<industry> industry and how they relate 
to <your solution or the role of the 
person you’re reaching out to>.

EXAMPLE PROMPT

My prospect’s 3 main business objectives 
are <a, b, and c>. My company can help 
them in these areas by <x, y, and z>. 
Write 3 compelling bullets aligning our 
services to their objectives. 

My customer, <company name>, 
already buys <your solution> from 
my company, <name>. We also sell 
<your other solution> that they 
could benefit from. Identify 3 key 
reasons why my customer might 
need <your other solution>. Align 
it to their pain points. Put it in an 
email less than 200 words.

I sell <your solution> to companies 
like <insert 3 clients>. Typical 
buyers include <titles>. What are 
their common pain points?

Adhere to data privacy regulations

Don’t share proprietary content or customer information

Follow corporate guidelines regarding use

THOSE WHO SEE THE MOST IMPACT ARE 
SIGNIFICANTLY MORE LIKELY TO 
STRONGLY AGREE THAT AI:

4.8x 3.4x 2.9x 2.8x

REMEMBER:

raingroup.com 
info@raingroup.comSource: AI in the Sales Process, RAIN Group Center for Sales Research. 

I work in sales and our top clients include <names>. Based 
on this, write an ideal client profile that includes <company 
size, industry, common pain points, location, etc.>.

Acts as a new 
teammate to 

collaborate with

Helps uncover 
challenges and 

pain points

Saves them 
time in the 

sales process

Assists them to be a 
more valuable advisor 

to customers/prospects 

RAIN Group recently surveyed over 250 sales leaders, managers, 
enablement professionals, and sellers to determine how sales teams 

are incorporating AI tools and technologies into their sales processes. 

10
IN THE SALES PROCESS
Ways to Use AI

61%

TAILOR CUSTOM 
VALUE PROPOSITIONS 

Those who use AI tools frequently or daily see... 


